kvarConnect
WE SPECIALISE IN SAVING YOU MONEY
We have formed a team of specialists to find solutions to all your energy
related problems. All our products and services are aimed at helping you to:
* save money and energy,
* reduce
reduc green house gas emissions, and
* demonstrate environmentally responsible corporate behaviour.

Here’s what we do……….

Power Factor Correction
PFC is helping to protect the environment by reducing
reactive power and emissions of greenhouse gases, saving
resources and providing an active contribution to a better
climate. By increasing your energy efficiency through installation of power factor, you save energy used with a pay
back period of usually less than 24months.

SkyCool Roof Coating
Let this specialised thermal coating eliminate solar
heating before it enters building. Better than all
forms of insulation, it actually draws heat out of the
building rendering its interior cooler than ambient
air. Thus reducing air conditioning plant and
running costs by approximately 30%—50%.

Light Eco

“Save money,
save energy,
reduce
greenhouse gas
emissions and
demonstrate
environmentally
responsible
corporate
behaviour.”

A proven energy efficient cost saver for fluorescent and hi
bay lighting. Light Eco is cutting energy bills by up to 30%
achieving a payback of 18 to 24 months. There are over
40,000 installations worldwide with a guarantee of savings
of 25% or your money back.
back.

Preventative Maintenance
Using infrared cameras to identify any faults/risks/potential
problems in switchboards, cabling, connection and mechanical
equipment. Minimise/prevent shutdowns before they happen.
Ensuring the safety and reliability of electrical systems and
improving the bottom line of your business.

Contact
Stan Iles
Kvar Connect

We also perform energy audits, energy management, energy contract
negotiations, standby generation, co-generation and demand management.
Visit our web site at www.kvarconnect.com.au for more information.

Tel: (03) 5674 2133

What should I do?

sales@kvarconnect.com.au

For an obligation free energy appraisal of your premises, please call our office on
(03) 5674 2133 or email us at sales@kvarconnect.com.au.
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